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Kissinger to meet
with Hanoi leaders
WASHINGTON (API - President
Nixon said yesterday he is sending
Henry Kissinger to Hanoi next week to
discuss postwar financial aid for North
Vietnam and disclosed he personally
will meet this spring with South
Vietnamese President Nguyen Van
Thieu
Holding his first news conference in
nearly four months, the chief executive
said the intricate agreement signed
Saturday in Paris can bring peace "in
Indochina for a very long period of
time "
But he said the once-warring parties
need incentives to peace " And he
cast the Indochina-wide reconstruction
program as one incentive, calling it "a
potential investment in peace."
With the postwar aid. Nixon said, the
North Vietnamese "will have a
tendency to turn inward to the works of
peace rather than turning outward to
the works of war
OFFICIALS SAID Kissinger will
stress Nixon's view that the postwar
aid can begin only after the Vietnam
cease-fire is fully observed
The visit to Hanoi Feb 10-13 will
open vitally important . direct communication''
with
top
North
Vietnamese leaders. Nixon said.
Kissinger's mission as the first
ranking American official to reach
Hanoi in more than a decade was
announced by the White House about
an hour before Nixon appeared in the
Executive Mansion's news briefing
room
Nixon announced he will meet with
Thieu at the Western White House in
San Clemente. Calif., at a "mutually
convenient" time in the spring.
Fielding reporters' questions for 36
minutes, the President also:
-Reiterated that he will not grant
amnesty to those who "chose to desert
their country" rather than serve in
Vietnam

-BITTERLY CHASTISED critics in
the media and intellectual circles,
declaring he had achieved peace with
honor although "I know it gags some of
you to write that phrase . "
-Said he would not personally
welcome U.S. prisoners of war back to
American soil because the POWs
deserve privacy and a rapid return to
their families and "we should not
grandstand it. we should not exploit
it."
-Reported he is placing European
problems "on the front burner" but he
would make no overseas trips during
the first half of this year '
-Accused Congress of failing to be
responsible on money matters and said
he would exercise his
absolutely
clear, constitutional
right''
to
withhold appropriated funds to avoid a
tax increase
-Laughed that he "would be out of
my mind" to endorse anyone now for
the 1976 presidential race, but repeated
his high praise for former Treasury
Secretary John Connally
-Said he hoped the wounding of Sen
John Stennis (D-Miss i in a robbery
Tuesday night would spur Congress to
adopt legislation containing a precise
definition to keep cheap handguns out
of the hands of criminals
THE AFTERMATH of the Vietnam
war overshadowed question on
domestic issues in the President's first
news conference since Oct. 5.
Besides discussing Kissinger's trip,
his own meeting with Thieu and his
hopes for a permanent peace. Nixon
said he had received every assurance
that China will release two American
fliers held since their planes were shot
down in the mid-1960s
The aviators have been identified as ]
Navy I.t Cmdr Robert Flynn and Air
Force Maj Philip Smith
Nixon said Kissinger, who negotiated
the Vietnam peace accord, will discuss

with top North Vietnamese leaders
"the current status of compliance with
the peace agreement" and the "matter
of the reconstruction program for all of
Indochina '
NIXON WOULD NOT put a price tag
on the reconstruction program, saying
he had to consult with congressional
leaders first But earlier reports
focused on a figure of $7 5 billion with
one-third of that going to North
Vietnam
"Many congressmen and senators
and many of the American people are
not keen on helping any of the countries
in that area." Nixon said
But he added
"As far as 1 am concerned, whether
it is with the North or the South or with
other countries in the area. I look upon
this as a potential investment in
peace. .."
Vice President Spiro T Agnew said
during his current trip to Saigon that
the United States stands shoulder to
shoulder with South Vietnam in peace
as it did in war

Editor's Note: The following Is the
first ID a two-part series on teacher
training programs in Ohio. Part Two.to
be published tomorrow, will consider
the response of Dr. David G. Elsass.
dean of the College of Education.
By Dennis Seeds
Stall Reporter
If the authors of a recent report on
teacher-training programs have their
way. Ohio teachers will have to
complete five years in college and a
two-year internship program before
thev can be certified.

Adulthood: 18 or 21?
Ohio's 18-year-olds may be considered "legally adults" if Senate Bill
One is approved by the state legislature
this year.
State Sen Stanley J Aronoff iR-Cincinnatii. primary sponsor of the bill,
said yesterday he believes the bill will
pass
The adoption of the 26th Amendment
to the U S. Constitution gave the right
to vote to 533.000 people in Ohio between the ages of 18 and 21. but 21 remained the age of adulthood for most
other purposes.
ARONOFF originally proposed
Senate Bill 400. which is similar to the
bill now before the Ohio Senate Senate

Bill 400 would have made 18 the age of
responsibility for all purposes. It was
passed by the Ohio Senate on May 30.
1972 by a vote of 32-1.
The bill reached the State Government Committee of the Ohio House of
Representatives, but hearings for the
bill were never scheduled.
Aronoff has reintroduced the bill to
the Senate, minus the controversial
section dealing with the purchase of
alcoholic beverages by 18-year-olds.
He said if the bill is passed. 18-yearolds will be able to enter into a contract, own property, inherit without a
guardian, sue and be sued, be eligible
for a variety of jobs, and marry without parental consent.
At the same time, they would be held
responsible for debts or injuries inflicted on others, he said.

RMMpHCM By CBH 3
Surrounded by wall* and windows, a nude troo stands motionleii in tho winter
cold at students stay warm whiU studying in tho library.

Report criticizes teacher training

State may lower age

By Jim Watserman
Sufi Reporter

It's cold
outside

"WE ARE being inconsistent
dropping the alcohol provision from the
bill, but the rest of the bill is too important I have no resistance to seeing the
bill passed without the alcohol provision." Aronoff said
He said he has received assurance
from the chairman of the House Judiciary Committee. Rep. Paul Gilmor
(R-51. that the bill will receive an early
hearing in the House
Aronoff said he is optimistic that the
bill will pass because it has already had
a trial run in the Senate and the constituency of the new l.'ouse is different
from last year.
"Twenty-one states have already
passed legislation making 18 the age of
majority. I think the chances are
excellent that Ohio will accept the idea
in this General Assembly." he said.

The report is the result of an
investigation in the spring of 1972 by
the Commission on Public School
Personnel Policies in Ohio An outolstate consultant group prepared the
report
The study is better known as "The
Stranahan Report" alter commission
chairman
Stephen
Stranahan.
chairman of the University of Toledo
Board of Trustees
IN ITS CRITICISM of teacher
education programs in Ohio, the report
said student teaching "is nothing more
than a survival task for the student."
Student teaching "comes so late in
training that if it leads the student
teacher to decide that ho does not wani
to become a teacher, he has wasted a
great deal of his and his teachers
time." the report said
The report contended grade point
average is clearly inadequate as the
major selection
criterion
for
admission to teacher education '
"The relationship between grade
point average and an individual's
ability to teach has never been
demonstrated."
Teaching by the education faculty
has been "poor and unimaginative
Professors of education rely all too
frequently on their recollections of how
schools were when they taught in
them
"Teacher-training graduates do not
feel that they are particularly
competent as a result of their having
been through the education programs
And in fact, thev are not "

Wet feet

Malted snow formt o tiny pond that reflects bare trees against a winter sky at
dusk. But puddles like this have often resulted in squeaky shoes and wet feet
for students who were too slow to dodge them.

"We have taken a short-sighted, onthe cheap approach to teacher
education and we are getting what we
paid for."
The
commissions
report
recommended a five-year college
program in which future teachers
would pursue a bachelor of arts or
science degree and a masters degree in
teaching
IT RECOMMENDED (he five-year
combined bachelors-masters program
as a requisite for certification as a
leaching intern
During a two-year period, (he intern
would receive the opportunity to gam
mastery of all the competencies
expected of a teacher at his grade level
or in his field of specialization "
The report suggested that 1.001)
elementary, junior and high schools in
Ohio be designa(ed as "Initiation
Schools" to be staffed by teams of
training teachers and interns.
The report included no cost
estimates for establishing the schools
As an introduction to education, the
commission suggested a combining
education studies with observation in
schools and their communities during
the spring of the sophomore year or the
fall of the junior year.
Other recommendations of (he
report included:
--Prospective teachers should

complete a sequence of professional
laboratory experiences in order to
more realistically and effectively
meet the demands of classroom
instruction "
These experiences might include
work as teacher aids, associate
teachers or student teachers,
classroom observational experiences,
simulated experiences, community
work-study projects or tutoring
-EACH COLLEGE should institute a
teacher education council which would
establish and implement policy for its
teacher education program
-Teacher
education
programs
should develop broader criteria for
selecting teaching candidates, such as
intellectual competence, ability to
succeed in academic course work,
facility in dealing with children, and
commitment to the teaching
profession.
--The teacher education faculties of
each institution in the state should
enhance the quality of their own
teaching
--A state board for professional
personnel in public schools should be
established
It would set standards for and
accredit colleges of education, set
standards for certifying all
professional personnel employed in
public schools: assist in developing and
coordinating clinical experiences of
college students: administer a
program of teacher internship, and
provide leadership in programs of
professional growth.

Pregnant woman contests
Ohio abortion legislation
COLUMBUS (APi - The American
Civil Liberties Union IACLUI of Ohio
filed a class-action suit in federal district court here yesterday on behall ol
a divorced mother of two who wants to
terminate her seven-week pregnancy.
and the doctor willing to do it
The ACLU's action came less than 10
days after the U. S Supreme Court
ruled anti-abortion laws in Texas and
Georgia unconstitutional.
Plaintiffs in the suit are a 23-year-old
Columbus resident, and Dr. Parley M
Blan. a Columbus gynecologist.
ACLU attorneys would not reveal the
woman's identity because they felt it
would be an invasion of her privacy.

mmjkmkrCeAUM

"Potential teachers usually have as
little as eight or 12 weeks of student
teaching and then become certified as
a teacher with no experience in being
full responsible for a Classroom

THE SUIT ASKS a temporary restraining order to permit the abortion
to proceed immediately
It also seeks a permanent injunction
to wipe Ohio's 122-year abortion law off
the books
A favorable decision would allow
abortion on demand through the first
three months of pregnancy, as set forth
in the Supreme Court ruling.
The high court's ruling also stipulated that it was the states' responsibility to formulate regulations per-

taining to abortion after the first three
months, but based only on the mother's
health
Only in the final weeks of pregnancy
possibly does the courl say a slate may
legally prohibit an abortion

to perform surgery, she said
Dr. Blan. who is included in the suit
on behalf of all state physicians, said at
a news conference he had advised the
plaintiff he would perform the operation, but was fearful of prosecution.

IF THE ACLU WINS its case. I
would assume the state legislature will
adopt statutes in line with what the
Supreme Court ordered," said Patricia
Keenan of the Ohio ACLU.
But. she admitted, between the time
the case is ruled upon, and whenever
the General Assembly adopts such
regulations. Ohio will be without any
sort of guidelines governing abortion
after the first three months of pregnancy.
She said the ACLU was optimistic
about the outcome of the case
"If our slate law is set aside, then
the decision whether an abortion will
take place will rest with a woman and
her doctor." she said. "In no case will
abortions be authorized by anyone
other than a licensed physician or surgeon."
Existing state statutes and regulations of the State Medical Board already make it a felony for anyone else

UNDER EXISTING Ohio law.
attempting to procure an abortion is a
felony which carries a one to seven
year prison sentence A legal abortion
can only be performed if two physicians concur that a woman's life is in
danger because of her pregnancy.
Although several states, among them
New York and Washington. D C haveliberalized abortion laws, the suit
claims the female plaintiff cannot
afford to travel to one of these states to
secure a legal abortion under safe
conditions.
It is estimated 14.000 Ohio women
traveled to some other state last year
to end their pregnahries. at a maximum cost of about $500 each
Keenan said she expected a ruling on
the temporary restraining order
within days." and a final verdict on
the permanent injunction "within a
matter of weeks."
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a modern dred scott

bureaucracy
We urge the Ohio General Assembly to give serious
consideration to Gov. John J. Gilligan's request to reorganize the
executive branch into what he labels a government "more
responsive to the people."
Like the federal bureaucracy, the state government has grown
into an unwieldy animal that does more to contuse the average
Ohio taxpayer than help him.
The state government now employs 53,335 persons, spends
more than $13 million a day, and has scattered its offices in 708
buildings throughout the state.
Next year, the state will add a 44-story building in Columbus to
its list of office buildings.
Gilligan's bill would permit him to consolidate or change
executive departments, subject to a legislative veto.
Tentative plans include merging the departments of finance,
public works and personnel into a department of administrative
services and consolidating the health and welfare departments
into a department of human services.
The governor's plans still need some elaboration, but they at
least represent a first step toward tightening state government.
The legislature must not shove this measure aside. It deserves
a full and critical study.

faculty senate
The decision of three Student Body Organization iSBO)
officers not to contest the move to discharge them from Faculty
Senate is to be applauded.
The senate seats for Jeff Sherman, president; Chris
McCracken, coordinator of cultural affairs; and Steve Miller,
coordinator of state and community affairs, were declared
vacant last week because of alleged attendance violations.
An appeal would have done nothing to further Faculty Senate's
respect for SBO or student representatives. After consistent
absence from meetings, the officers, if reinstated, would have
had little bargaining power.
Sherman suggested that if an ex-officio seat is vacated because
of poor attendance, the seal should not be refilled during that
year.
We agree.
He also suggested an amendment to the senate charter be
made providing an attendance policy for ex-officio members
similar to thai for elected members.
We agree.
And we urge Faculty Senate to clarify the policy at the earliest
possible date.
Then next time there can be no mix-UDs--or excuses.
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By William F.Beckley Jr.
Says Justice Blackmun. speaking for
the majority of the Supreme Court:
"We need not resolve the difficult
question of when life begins When
those trained in the respective
disciplines of medicine, philosophy,
and theology are unable to arrive at
any consensus, the judiciary, at this
point in the development of man's
knowledge, is not in a position to
speculate as to the answer "
But in fact the Court didn't proceed
to speculate on the answer, it
proceeded to act on an answer it very
simply promulgated. Up until three
months, said the Court, the human
fetus is nothing more than a biological
lump of the mother, as expendable as a
cyst.
From three months to six months, it
is something more than just that, but
just exactly what, the Courl spared us
the intellectual embarrassment of
stipulating Then, during the last three
months, or more exactly the last ten
weeks, the fetus is conceded by the
Court as being "viable "
THAT MEANS that even separated
from the mother the letus could
develop into a complete human being.
Does that mean that beginning at this
point the Court conlers constitutional
protections on the letus1'
No At that point, says the Court,
"the state may go as far as to
proscribe abortion."
Keally. it was an outrageous
decision Concerning it. a lew
observations
I) Because the theological,
philosophical, and medical worlds are
divided on just when the fetus can be
considered to be "human." why does
that mean that the Supreme Court
must therefore make the decision''
THE THEOLOGICAL, philosophical,
and medical worlds are divided on the
question when a human being reaches
the age oi maturity and, accordingly,
H derision is reached lal age 181 not by
the theologians philosophers, doctors or by members of the Supreme Court-but by the politicians, who give their
views on the subject, informed by the
people.
2i The notion that we have here a
Church-State issue in the
denominational sense is preposterous
It is every where suggested that it is a
Catholics against the- world issue
Yet the most recent national
referendums on the mutter, in
Michigan and North Dakota both ot
them slates in which Catholic* are i

let's hear from you
The Btl News welcomes all
letters lo the editor and opinion
columns Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial.
Letters should be a maximum ot
;too words, typewritten. We ask
that columns be no more than lour
typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right to
edit all submissions that exceed
these limits, with respect lo the
laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must
include the author's name,
address and phone number, and
may be mailed to the Editor, CO
The Bt; News 106 University Hall.

.'

',1

minority-ruled against liberalizing the
abortion laws. It is quite true that
Catholics are particularly mobilized
against abortion-why shouldn't they
be? Jews are particularly mobilized
against genocide-is that wrong?
But the notion that opposition to
abortion is a Catholic peculiarity not
only misses the point, but fails
altogether tu_jusjjlv the judiciary's
stepping inlo an *arg'u
gument totally
removed frorn^jtj, authority and its
competence.
&
3) INSOFAR AS the Court attempted
to base its line of reasoning on the
argument that it is wrong to deny a
woman an abortion since statistics
show that giving birth to a child is
more dangerous than aborting it. the
Court was implausible-as one of the
dissenters, Justice White, scathingly
|«11nted nut
• At the heart of the controversy he

said, "are those recurring pregnancies
that post no danger whatsoever to the
life or health of the mother but are
nevertheless unwanted for any one or
more of a variety of reasonsconvenience, family planning,
economics, dislike of children, the
embarrassment of illegitimacy, etc."
In a sentence which will survive in
the annals of syntactical inelegance
and analytical chaos, the Court said
"Maternity, or additional offspring,
may force upon the woman a
distressful life and future
Psychological harm may be imminent
Mental and physical wealth may be
taxed by child care."
So that is the reason to allow
abortion' I should think it at the very
least a good excuse to justify
infanticide. And the very best of
reasons for justifying the elimination
of all adolescents as a class.
GOD KNOWS they force upon most

mothers a "distressful" life, as the
judge put it The psychological harm of
wayward children is not only
"imminent," but concrete, as is the
"tax" on the "mental and physical
wealth" of their parents.
4) If it should happen tomorrow that
medical science developed a means of
protecting the embryo at age six
weeks, does the Supreme Court
understand its decision as having been
invalidated''
The whole of it is dismal, reaching
right down to the neglected cuticles of
the Court's language. It is. verily, the
Dred Scott decision of the 20th century
One shudders at what a Supreme
Court, taking on the responsibility to
decide such questions as these, will
feel free to rule upon in the years to
come. Woe unto those Americans who.
because of their great age. threaten
distressfulness upon their children
*">i^t«i Star-Klna ►••»>— $r~*««H«

Lerrers
relief from ordinary
It was amusing to read the letter
regarding the Jan 23 edition ol The BG
News It was obvious that those who
resented the lack of coverage ol the

president and his court didn't get
enough of that rot in every other paper
around the country
I wasn't at all dismayed that The

too much coverage
OHM again The BG News has given
important national events excellent
coverage. I am refering lo the article
appearing in the Jan 23 issue
Inaugural ala glance.
So important was this lunclion ol
state, that The News splashed
photographs. Associated Press
releases, and a gross amount ol
editorial opinions across eight pages
Impressive? Not really when one
begins to look more closely One would
receive the impression t at a glance'11
that the entire event was over-run by
long-haired, anti-war demonstrators." with the exception of Mai
and Marie Kauten of course
TO

FURTHER

this

impression

opinion after opinion containing antiwar sentiments appeared spaced
between the photographs
Now compare The Cleveland Plain
Dealer's coverage ot the Inauguration
One small article appeared at the
bottom ol the page concerning anti-war
demonstrations

News reporters neglected to give the
history of everyone's underwear.
It was a pleasant change to read
about those who didn't merit, in the
eyes of the Administration an
invitation to the Inauguration as
guests, namely those who came to let
Richard know they weren't pleased
with him.

Obviously the editor of The Plain
Dealer was able lo confine his - or her
in this day of "Liberated Women" - to
the editorial page and report the news. ,
In the future I would appeal to the
editor of The BG News and its staff to
follow this practice

I RESENTED the implied remark
that those who participated in the
demonstration were not loyal, while
those who lined the streets epitomized
that particular virtue.
This particular edition of The BG
News was perhaps the best edition of
recent times II showed the ability of
The News staff to put out a wellarticulated, well-arranged paper.
We all owe them a great deal of
thanks for not forcing any more caterto-the-prez poop Congrats on the
paper-it was a welcome relief from
the ordinary

Greg Locher
505CloughSl Apt.M-C

Joan M Burda
810 Fifth Street. Apt 7

opinion

step toward liberation
By Kim Schlaefer
Gaest Columnist
Of the many far-reaching decisions
handed down by the Supreme Court,
the recent ruling on abortion laws is
clearly one of the most humanitarian
exhibitions of its wisdom
A right which long ago should have
been granted as natural and personal-the right to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy-is now recognized and
supported by judicial precedent
This right has been denied by selfrighteous legislators, predominantly
male, who evidently have little
knowledge in this area. They displayed
their ignorance in the form of

restrictive state laws, subordinating
the rights of a pregnant woman to that
of the unborn
HOW MANY women's lives have
been engulfed in the trauma of an
unwanted pregnancy'' The women who
are unmarried, the women with larger
families who can barely support the
children they already have, the women
who simply do nol choose to have a
child have been victims of legislative
Puritanism And some have been
victims to back-alley, hack
abortionists.
They have been denied control of
their bodies and become slaves to
biology Now with the enlightened
interpretation of Justice Parry A.
Blackmun. "The right of privacy is
broad enough to encompass a woman's
decision whether or not to terminate
herpreganncy "
To those opposing the abortion
ruling, it must be emphasized that the
issue involves a choice The option is
now available for women to have an
abortion. Those who view this as
wrong, for any number of reasons,
have the equal right to choose not to
have an abortion
The element of choice is essential. In
this way. no woman need feel
compelled to adhere to the strictures
of those who hold different views. Each
woman is given the right to make up
her own mind on the matter and take
the action consistent with her own
philosophy without infringing on the
rights of others.
THOSE OPPOSING abortion have no
right to expect others with different
views to be subject to their system of
morality These people would set
themselves up as arbiters of social
morality, whereas a woman who seeks
an abortion, for whatever reason, is
not imposing her judgment on others
She cannot compel those who see it
as immoral to have an abortion, so
likewise they should have no power to
deny the right of choice to her.
It is immoral to tell a woman she
must have a baby-especially if that

child runs the risk of being unloved or
unwanted after its birth. Problems of
child abuse, abandonment and
orphanages overcrowded with the
children of unwed mothers will be
greatly alleviated by the
implementation of abortion
procedures.
The "right to life" proponents seem
to insinuate that a miserable life is the
right of the unwanted child. And the
life of such a child is usually marked by
neglect, abuse and resentment
IT SEEMS that true morality is
serviced when each child can be
assured of not only life, but a life
surrounded by love and the knowledge
that he or she is valued.
Further, the well-being of the
mother, psychologically as well as
physically, is hampered by an
unwanted pregnancy. The social
ostracism that the unwed mother
experiences can literally ruin her life.
The mental agony that is the lot of
the woman who is not ready to
psychologically cope with a pregnancy
is highly destructive.
IS IT NOT better to value an
established life, one that truly has
meaning to others, than to subordinate
it to a mass of protoplasm that cannot
live outside her body. A fetus under six
months of development is not even
slightly human, but more closely
resembles lower animal forms.
Until the fetus is born and begins to
breathe and react to a worldly
environment, it is not alive. And the
only life to be truly valued is that of the
potential mother
It seems that our formerly
misplaced priorities have been righted.
Many applaud this right to choose, a
right that is fundamental to a free
person
If women are ever to achieve an
equal footing with men. one of the
major stepping stones insures the right
to exert control over her body. And the
recent abortion ruling has supplied
that very necessary stepping stone to
liberation.
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Sub-council finalists announced
Th« finalists (or the five
available seats on the
recently formed budget sub
■council were announced yes
terday by Pete Kotsatos.
student representative to the
Board of Trustees
The eighteen finalists are
Kris Eridon. junior iBAi:
Richard Johnson, senior
IA&SI.
Michael Wilcox.
freshman iBAi: Pal Watts
senior lA&Si: William
Fruth. senior lEdi.
Charles Willetl. junior

Kit
Joyce Bressler.
junior (Ed.I: Steve Saddemire. junior iEd.1; Adriane
Brooks, freshman IA4SI;
Mary Wey. senior (BA):
Joseph Pouser. junior
lAASl
James Coe. junior BA
Rousseau O'Neal, freshman
IA&SI:
Wilma Parker,
junior IA&SI. Eric Glosby,
sophomore us William
Jones, sophomore iB.A.I:
Kevin Graham, junior BA

and James Carey, senior
(BA).

THE FINALISTS were
selected by a screening committee consisting of
Kotsatos. three Student
Body Organization steering
committee members and
one voting representative
from each student group
that receives all or part of
its funds from the ISO per
quarter general fees and administers its own budget

In picking the fuuliiu,
we asked ttwm questions
and looked for how aware
they were of campus activities. ■' Kotsatos said
Their answers were
merited on a one-to-five
grading system and totaled
at the end of each session, he
said.
He MM their leadership
and application information
were also considered.
THE BUDGET sub-coun-

newsnoTes
anticrime bills, ringing from
measures to compensate victims of
crime to gun restrictions, after the
shooting of Sen. JohnC.Stennis
The veteran Mississippi Democrat
remained in very serious condition at
Walter Reed 1'ospital after he was
robbed and shot by two men in front
of his Washington home Tuesday
night

New fighting
SAIGON iAPI - Powerful North
Vietnamese forces launched newattacks along the demilitarized zone
yesterday in a violation of the -till
unsupervised cease-fire, field reports
said
The fresh fighting came as the
peace agreement passed its fourth
day of continuing but declining violations and officials disclosed plans for
more V S meetings with both Vielnams to prepare for postwar relations

and Corrections, said the aim of the
legislation is to permit minimum
security inmates to retain family
ties.

Viet fighting

Prison furloughs
COLUMBUS I API - Legislation is
being prepared which would permit
inmates in Ohio's prison system to be
given home furloughs to visit
relatives or look for a job. a
legislative seminar was told
yesterday.
William Weisenberg. from the
State Department of Rehabilitation

Anticrime bills
WASHINGTON 1AP1 - Senate
Democrats called yesterday for
prompt action on a whole range of

WASHINGTON (API - Secretary of
Defense Elliot L. Richardson said
yesterday the post-cease-fire fighting
in Vietnam is being reduced day-byday and he expects "a pretty stable
situation" in another week or 10 days
Richardson gave his assessment of
the Vietnam situation in his first
news conference as Pentagon chief.
He took over from retiring Secretary
Melvin R. Laird Tuesday
Richardson attributed the
continued fighting to "a
counteraction of surges by both
sides''

cil will consist of seven
undergraduates, two graduate students, two faculty
members. Dr
Richard
Eakin. vice provost of student affairs, and six or
seven consulting members.
Acting provost Dr.
Michael Ferrari, who originated the idea for the subcouncil, said it will serve
three purposes:
-To consult with various
department heads and student service programs
drawing general fee support
to determine their objectives and financial needs for
the 1973-74 academic year
-To examine current services provided and operational expenses beyond
bonded service obligations
and assess the effectiveness
of the departments and programs
-To make recommendations to the University
Budget Council by Feb. 23.
as to how the projected
general fee income for the
main campus for 1978-74
should be allocated

administration prepare their budgets
so council could start work on an
overall University budget for 1973-74
THE COUNCIL made clear in the
second motion that the budgets to be
presented by the five major organizational areas are not approved
budgets, but are to be used by the
council 'for planning purposes.'
The five organizational units are
the Board of Trustees, the president,
provost, vice president for public

services and vice president for
operations
The organizations are to report to
council in two weeks, but no
timetable was set for Academic
Council program priorities
The council has estimated there
could be between 13-5 million in new
costs for 1973-74 academic year.
However, only about one-half million
dollars in new money will come to the
University if Gov. John J Gilligan's
proposed budget is passed by the Ohio
legislature.

THE GIANT IS BACK
AT DOMINOS
Yes fans, The Giant Quart
Coke is back, and to
celebrate its return,
Today only

Striking
again!

COLUMBUS (AP> - A
small army of federal, state
and private employment
experts stand ready to help
returning prisoners of war
find jobs.
But officials predicted
that most of the 100

COUNCIL also discussed raising
the amount of emergency funds for
the University next year.
Currently 1100.000 has been set
aside in the President's General
Contingency Fund for emergency
purposes
Council members agreed this is a
low amount compared to emergency
funds at other state schools J Claude
Scheuerman. vice president for
operations, said he would like to have
about one-half million dollars in the
fund.

returnees who will be
brought to Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in Dayton
will decide to stay in the ser
vice until they've earned
their retirement benefits
The average I'OW has IS
years in (he service. " said
Stan Wyman, spokesman for
the Ohio Bureau of F.mployment Services IOBESI
"That's only four years to
retirement We assume thai
most of them will stay in
BUT FOR those who want
to get out and who need hejp
finding a job. there is a baffling array of programs
available and a corps of specially-trained counselors to
help the POWs pick the ones
they want
"If you added up the list ol
programs and departments
that are involved in this, n
probably would be more
than there are I'OWs.

THE SCIENCE CLUSTER COLLEGE
could be the solution
to your math or lab science requirement

Get the Facts at the
Capital Room, Union, 7 p.m.
Thurs., Feb. 1
or stop by the MAP office, 26 Shatzel, or call 372-0202

McDonald's

8-BALL TOURNAMENT

i®

Friday 1 a.m.-4 a.m.

TWO LOCATIONS

*1 Entry Fee

CA$H PRIZE TO
THE WINNER
HOURS: SUN.-THURS. - NOON-MIDNITE
FW.&SAT.-NOON-4A.M.

FREE COFFEE SERVED
ON FRI. & SAT. 1 A.M.-4 A.M.

for reclaimable waste
I'elp I la RecycleTrattl il'I'KTi will hold us regular drive
Saturday. Feb. 3. to colled materials lor recycling
Acceptable materials include newspapers and magazines
securely bundled, mixed paper, glass jars, rinsed, tops and
metal rings removed, aluminum scraps and used books
Trash will be collected from S 30 am until 11.10 p.m. at
St. Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S. College Dr.
I'l'RT is a non-profit group established to encourage
recycling reclaimable waste materials in the Bowling
Green area.

mxi

DISCOUNT
[[DRUG STORES
Gillette

RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT
1/3 EXfRA FREE SIZE
9 1/3-OZ.
GRAY'S EVERYDAY LOW
PRICE *1.09

SPECIALS AVAILABLE AT
SIADIUM PLAZA
STORE ONLY

1616 I WOOSTER ST.
fflOK 352-7241

STYLE
HAIR SPRAY
REGULAR. SUPER HOLD &
UNSCENTED
13 01.
REGULAR 99"
GRAYS EVERYDAY LOW
PRICE 69'

NOW 55'
NECKTIES
LARGE SELECTION
CHOICE OF REGULAR
OR REDIMADE
REGULAR'1.50

NOW 45c

NOW '1.09

ZIPPER

DELTA
BATHROOM TISSUE

GYM BAGS
14 INCH SIZE
REGULAR '2.69

NOW '1.98

10 ROLL PACK IN
CHOICE OF COLORS
REGULAR 99'

NOW 75c

1470 E. W00STER

1050 S. MAIN

Across from Harshman

FOOSBALL
TOURNAMENT

soners will be given
preferential treatment
meaning a good deal of red
tape and a number of
requirements will bee'immated
And if the government
can't find a job for an individual. Edwards said, the
30.000-member National Alliance of Businesses has oflered its help.

HURT to hold drive

180 SHEETS
PLASTIC REINFORCED HOLES
REGULAR 98'

Domino's, The Pizza People Period!

CA$H PRIZE
TO THE WINNER

BUT THOMAS h'dwards.
Ihr 0BES )"b I'ounselor who
will be working directly with
the I'OWs. said Ihe pri-

HYTONE
NO-RIP
FILLER PAPER

352-5221

1 Entry Fee —

Wyman said at a news
brief lng yesterdaj
Most ol the programs for
job searching anil (raining
arc Ihi' same ones that arc
available to any service
veteran

NOW 86c

The GIANT will sell for only a quarter
Call Domino's for the GIANT!

$

Clod in masks and wo»k aWhas and armed with masking
tape, Sk Sk members pest liejns in windows and on bufcnna*
throughout campus. The spirit organisation consists of six
members, whoso identities are anonymous.

POWs to face job option

Council oks budget motion
Budget Council passed two motions
yesterday that should provide its
members with more information to
consider recommendations for next
year's operating budget
One motion asked Academic
Council to provide Budget Council
with a priority list of academicprograms for the University This
would include both current programs
and those that have been approved
but not yet funded
The other motion asked that (he
five major organizational areas in the

MMMplMOO by ntifMM rerrwi

Hours:
OPEN 9 AM. Everyday
Sunday thru Thursday
Close 11:00 AM.
Friday & Saturday
Close 1:00 AM.

Hours:
OPEN 9 A.M. Everyday
Sunday thru Thursday
Close 1;Q0A.M.
Friday & Saturday
Close 2:00 A.M.

Egg McMuffin served 9-11 A.M. AND
9 P.M. till closing at both locations
McDonalds supports Youth Hockey Night
February 9th-At the BGSU ICE ARENA

BLANKETS
CANNON MONTICELLO
THERMAL WEAVE
72x90
CHOICE OF COLORS
REGULAR '3.99

RED OR GOLD
REGULAR 69'

NOW '2.99

NOW 2 FOR 95*

NUTRI-TONIC LIFE

WIG FOAM FORM
AND FORM STAND

BALSAM ORGANIC
SHAMPOO
REGULAR 'ZOO
GRAY'S EVERYDAY LOW
PRICE '1.79

NOW $1.49
VYfc RESERVE THE RIGHT

Admission »1

PLASTIC
LAUNDRY BASKET

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

REGULAR 79- EACH

NOW BOTH
FOR 79< OR
2F0R79'
SPECIALS THRU
SUNDAY

Pog.4 Tr.eBGN.wi, Thundoy, February 1, 1973

Placement interviews, Feb. 12-16
BUSINESS

Signup for the following
job interviews will begin
Monday. l-'eb. 5. in the
forum. Student Services
Bldg. Sign-up for non-school
schedules
i business,
government and graduate
schools! will be from
12 .10-1 30 p rn and school
schedules Irom 4-5 p.m. A
data sheet in resume must
he presented at the time of
sign-up

I

February 12
Packaging Corporating• 11 Prod Mgmt . Arctg
and B/Bus. area with strong
interest in Industrial sales.
Dana
Corporation--+B.
MBA/Bus. Adm. w/mjr. in
Acctg. or Finance for Internal Auditor.
Peal. Marwick Mitchell -

The Giant is
at Dominos

B. MBA/Acctg lor Asst
Acct.
City National Bank of
betroit-- +March graduates
only. II Fin and Acctg
MBA/Acctg and Fin
February 13
Packaging Corporating • See Feh 12 listing
Arthur
Anderson--B.
MBA/Acctg. and
Bus
Adm.; LA w/math concentration lor Stall Accountants
on Audit Tax & Adm Serv
Stall

CNA
Insurance H
MBA/Fin. Econ. lor Fin.
Analyst and Investment
Oper B Bus
Insur. lor
Mgmt Trainee and Acctg.
Timken Co -B/Acctg. and
Bus Adm. for Secretarial
and Treasury B/Comp Sci.
and Math for Comp. Sci.
B/Chem.. Physics or Math
(orf)per Mgmt.
Price - Waterhouse - B,
MBA/Acctg
lor Stall
Acctg.
Ealon Corporation-B/Prsnl Mgmt lor Empl.

DOES YOUR VOLKSWAGEN
HAVE YOU DOWN?

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and

Chops
Full Course Family
Diner
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES ft WAFFLES
Open Ties, thru Sal.

list • I

Sundays 7:M - 7:00
412 EAST WOOSTF.lt
BANQUET ROOM

WHEN IT IS TOO TOUGH FOR YOU
IT'S JUST RIGHT FOR US.

352-5518

SPECIALS DAILY

any major or minor
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR!

IMPORTS INN

HaOHBB

IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS • FOREIGN REPAIR
13284 Bishop Rd., B.G. turn left oft N. Dixie Hwy.
Open Mon.-Fn. 10 a.m. 8 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m. 5 p.m.

THEATRE

Till KSIIAV IS STllDKNTNITE-flM-ID'S REQUIRED!

SUNDAY • OPENING TIL 3 P.M. < ADULTS JIM
AirCondltioned For Your Comfort
SHOWN [ViNMG II 130
Sal a Sun llwwn >l 3 30 i I 30

A dude
with a plan
to stick it to
The
Man!

HELD OVER

2nd SMASH WEEK!

BARGAIN PRICKS SUN. & THIIRS.
WILL NOT APPLY TO

'POSEIDON ADVENTURE'
NOW —Eve. 7:05, t:30 — Sat. & Sun. 2:20. 1:50, 7:05. 9:30

HELL,UPSIDE DOWN

Rel B/Mktg and Fin
Purchasing

for

Ft
Wayne Comm
Schools. Ind -B EMR. B.
M/Ele. and Sec . Art. Music.
Ele EMR. Deaf Ed.. TMR
Sec-no Social Studies or
English
Allen County
Public
Schools. Ohio- + B all levels
and areas
Mt. Healthy City School
Disc. Ohio-'*B/Art (K-6i,
Media Specialist Supervisor
iK-12). School Psychologist
iM degree i. Elem. 1K-61
Reading Specialist. Vocational Counseling.

February 14
Owens Corning FiberglasB/any area for sales.
B/Gen. Bus. with min IS
hours acctg. for Prsnl.
Asst.. Cost Analyst. Prod
Planner. Accountant and
Buyer
State Farm-B/Gen. Bus
lor Adm and Tech. Asst .
Underwriter Trainee and
Serv. Trainee.
Eli Lilly & Co.-MBA
w/biological science for
Pharmaceutical Sales. B
M'for Analytical and Organic Chem
I' & S Pogue -B Mktg .
Retailing. Sales Mgmt . for
Executive Dev. Program
Northern Trust Bank. CMcago-B/Bus. Ed Fin.. Gen
Bus. Prod, and Oper .
Acctg. Into. Systems lor
Trust Administration
B.
M Fin.. Gen. Bus.. lor
Banking (Cred. Analysis &
Cash Mgmt.).

SUPfcR FlK •.-M O'NEAL Cft IB JUUUS* MM SHI FMR>
Hf5WW^^--^.l«IlSk^lO^»IWll RllT(»-Mil

.-H

. & iiom Waimi

.-*»I|1
■ ...

BIDS

ONEOFTHECREJUIST
ESCAPE ADVENTURES
EVER I

February 14
Elyria City Schools. Ohio+■ Elem. 13rd grade). Music
1 string). All levels Elem
1K-61 Asst. Principal requires Masters degree.
Secondary Math. Sci . Ind
Arts, I'ome Ec. Art, Guidance. Lib. Sci . EMR (JP).
Willard City Schools.
"I
II Elem . I'S Bus
and Typing. Eng.. Biology.
Spec Ed EMR
Cincinnati Public Schools.
Ohio-B I'S. Zoology; Jr. I'.
Ind
Ed .
Acoustically
l'andicapped. World Mlg.
Elem.. Math. Ind Ed. Gen.
Sci . Reg
Elem , ERM
English. Elem Art. Elem
Music. Coaching w teaching
fields other than I'PE

February 15
If A S Pogue-See Feb. 14
listing
Raskins 4 Sells -B Acctg
orCPA exam. Min grade pt
2 5 required
Sears & Roebuck -B any
area lor Retail Mgmt
Training Program
Burroughs- Wellcome -f No report yet.
Hike's -B,
MBA Bus
Adm. wretailing mjr prelerred lor Merchandise
Mgmt.
Trainee
Also.
B Mktg . Mgmt and Adm .
Comm. Arls. Gen. Bus and
LA.
Upjohn-B.
M Biology.
Chem., Pre-Med and PreDental lor Pharm Sales.
Aetna Lile & Casualty B most areas
B Math .
Bus Adm w emphasis on
Acctg
General Motors Corp., I'ydromatic
Division—
B Mgmt.. Ind Tech.. lor
Prod Mgmt B Mgmt. lor
Purchasing B Mgmt for
Prod. Control. B Acctg
Comp. Sci. lor Accounting
and Data Processing

Peace Corps and Vista.
(ACTION)-See Feb. IS
listing
KEY:
** Evening Also
+Returning spring quarter

1 Dull'- llllf-l JIM .

12
15
16
17
18
l'»
21
22

72
7 2 Gen
Gco'lL F«iurc»
Ftnuiei Coco

47

reindeer.
Mirhiian rily.
Franklin*, wile.
"The (nil of
Type of engine.
Fled.
Sea mammal.
My: Fr.
Savings aert.
ilem.

23 Clothe.
-'I Mirk of affeiiion.
25 The an of
controversy.
27 Ci-ually: Fr.
2*> Part* of needle*.
10 Apprentice
-'-.in ir 11 in

Paul Pry'
author.
IH Eleetriral unit.
49 Sum, e»»«,
iuiiii 11-

>0 Of an ancient
rily in Tuscany.
52 Noihwlihitand*
in, that: Var.
SI American
H'llI N.ll-l

SS -MM-n( a- .1 fall.
"i7 Surpass, in
importance.
iS Reripient of one
of St. PaulEpistle-,
"il Ancient MMiii.i-ii.
order,
fill Mi. -I.HI - river.
DOHN

U.&N.! Ahhr.
11 Tenant.
12 Plare for a
hiMorir Aiiht.
15 F.tenttially.
1R Ankara headweut.
V> Onre
II

a time.

\-ter*c relative.

II Town on the
Mohauk.
• '» Rept-al.

1

fit>, in
Penn»vl\ania.
2 **0h Sleep! it ithina ■
1 Demutr: Hnl
dial.
4 Chapl.i.
*>

I >■!

■ f f II I IL-

-

o Hi-: Fr.
7 Hone\ I111//.11 il
H Srieiiti-i- -hop.

Primitive foran
of n luyon
Want of
existence: I at
Actor's aide.
Lane marker.

"Samson

,"

Milton drama.
Certain strike*.
Tread »oflly.
City in Iowa.
Type of pie.
Tidhit from
South America.
Moo.
. pertore i from
the In.Mom of thr
heart <.
Flamboyant
action*.
Arctic
phenomenon.
Harmful.
Popular lop-.
Havina divinon*.
Sixty minute*.
Hose.
Cooks after.
Boils, a* coffee.
**This was ~!"
M. Descartes.
Anger.
Covered.

Elyria City Schools. Ohuif See Feb 14 listing
AGENCIES
February 13
Veteran's Administration
-B Acctg Ph.D Psychology
for Clinical or Counseling.
B Ind Arts. Teacher Ed., or
Manual Arts for Manual
Arts Therapist. Nurse. 2 or 4
year FtN
Peace Corps and Vista
1 ACTION i--One year volunteer positions in the U.S.
available in the lollowing
fields All Bus . I'ome Ec.
Med Tech.. Spanish. Ed
Adm . Voc Rehab. Guidance and Counseling. Jour-

February IB
Hike s-See Feb 15 listing

SCHOOLS
February 12
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Smoking
may be
hazardous

NOW

In HO 9 30

mm

OR TrK B€RK€L€V TO BOAOfl
roffiWRKH lO/TBRG BUK/

Thursday Feb 1.1973
Bowling Crern School ol Ml iVfenw. t> 30-fl 30pm. 201
Paves Pall

JU1

the most painful aixl joyous
moment in a girls life.

"IOVI UNDER 17"
will shock you with the
Irulh.Foi I he first time
you will loam something
new from the young.
It is positively the
most Important and
revealing film ever made
about youth and their first
enperiences.
"IOVE UNDER 17"
is a new kind of movie
about a new kind of youth.
® IM1ED NTERr-WCNAl KTURES
NOONl UH0IR i? tcu/rrio'

Christian Science Organiruium. ti 30pm. Pmul Chapel
Testimonial mei'ling open to all
rXsSU Veteran's Club 7prn. Northgale Lounge
BdSU Karatei'lub. 7pm. Forum. Student Services Hldg
Table Tennis Club. 7 10pm. 105 Women's (iym
Student Services i Theatre I'nbound. 8pm. Ballroom.
Union Student production ol LITTLK MARY Sl'NSIMNE.
musical comedy FRKK Kveryone inviied
Phi Beta Umbda. fi 30pm. River Room. Union
pictures will be taken

RIM
Ride needed to Norwalk or
Bellevue area Fndav Feb 2
Call Ray 2-3979
Ride needed to E. Lansing
or vicuiitv - Friday Feb 2.
352*158

STADIUM - VU

New Name

Ride needed to Ashland Feb.
2 • will pay Call Betty 3539331

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS • SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. -1 p.m.

Need ride to escape B.G. for
a weekend" Check the UAO
ride board 3rd floor Union

PELP WANTED
Need
waitresses
and or
delivery men
Apply in
person
1004 S
Main
Pagh.ii> Piua

THURSDAY SPECIAL
An Affair & Fries Reg, -us

liousebroken Mixed breed.
resembles sheep dog Phone
3529152

1 UIPI M M.KMtAH

Sit ft Sun 1 1 SI) S 25 7 30 9 30

IN COlO« Jti

<T-

February 14

February 15

Hiii

IWUUHIWIE

Cno*
Cop*

ACROSS

February 13
Fairborn City Schools.
Ohio--B most areas and
levels.
Upper Sandusky Schools.
Ohio-B Elem most areas.
Spec. Ed.; Jr IV. Gen. Sci.
and Math

Ed. Sign-up for interviews.
Rep also in University Hall.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
5 Place in «ee

Mmufjis
Wdxtonti

nalism. Health Ed.. HPE.
Spec
Ed. Speech and
Hearing Therapy Two-year
volunteer positions overseas
for the following area Ind
Ed Tech.. All Bus . Envir
Stu.. French, Spanish.
I'ealth Ed.. Math. Sci..
Home Ec.. Med. Tech.. Ed
Adm . Bus. Ed., Guidance
and Counseling. Physical

Telephone solicitors $1 60 hr
plus bonus
Part-time 98pm Work your own hours
Olan Mills. Falcon Plaxa
Motel

ONLY 89

C

ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

Girls to do part-time phone
work in evenings Good pav
Ph.
35398*3 Suite
101
between 710pm Thurs or
between 11-1pm Sat
WANTED

Kev

NEED USED BUNK-BED
354-52M
Minor wiring work needed
on 64 Chew Call 353-7605

SERVICES OFFERED
Speedy Secretarial Services
Letters,
letters
of
applications,
reports &
quest ionaires
from
typewriter to P O Kav 3525383 - Sharon 353-6751

IMPORTS INN - Imported
Car Specialists - foreign
repair 13284 Bishop Rd B G
Turn left off N Dixie Pwy
Open Mon-Fri. 10am-8pm
Sat 10am-5pm
Exp typist Dissertations,
theses, term papers 354
7571
PERSONALS
The SCIENCE CLUSTER
COLLEGE could be the
solution to your math or lab
science requirement Get
the facts at the Capitol
Room. Union 7pm Thurs
Febl
FREE 1 lovable, friendly
puppy 4 mo old. partly
■

Weekly earnings male &
(emale Donations accepted
twice a week Blood Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio Prs Tues &
Fri. ■ '.pm Mull & Thurs 89pm Closed on Wed Ph
255-3535
I'AO • Freeport Fling trip
to Bahamas - $50 deposit
Any BGSU student, faculty
& stall March 17 22 Sign up
now in I'AO office Only
room for 65 more people
Large wash JOe STADIUM
PLAZA LAUNDROMAT
Anyone
interested
in
transferring
to
the
University of Pawau phone
372-4346

I tii Psi Little Slaters, thanks
for a great dinner and
enjoyable evening
The
Brothers
Congratulations n*w Alpha
Kpsilon PI actives - from
vourLil' Sis's
Sorry Miss Cronin there is
no crowin. and you are still
pinned
to
Jim
Congratulations Irom the
PhiTau's
The Dell Lil Sisses wish to
congratulate Laura and Jim
on their Delta Tau Delta
lavalienng
Find
out
about
the
SCIENCE
CLUSTER
COLLEGE for Spring
Quarter, at the Capitol
Room. Union 7pm. Thursday
Febl

Nice place, good rate Call
352-0567
1 F rm needed now & spring
qtr On 2nd Street Call 352
7265
I fm roommate needed spr
quarter
Apt
close
to
campus $55 month, call 3526364
1 F rmte needed spring
quarter Call 354 2464
Need 1 M roommate spring
qtr WinthropTer 352-5302
University Courts - 2 bdrm
unit
Students.
Available
spr qtr Ph 352-0164
University Village - 2 bdrm
apt
Married couples or
mature singles Immediate
occupancy For info call 3520164

FORSALE
Pisanello s Piua is B.G 's
largest selling piua 3525166 or 352-5169 for free
delivery
Roses are red. B G is blue
The best Valentine gift is a
portrait of vou Portraits
Unlimited 352-9227
8 lb dry' cleaning (wearing
apparel only i $2 25 Stadium
Plaza Laundromat
Deadline for information
sheets for Mortar Board
nominees has been extended
to Feb 8
Talk about good teas • that's
all we have been talking
about Thanks for the great
time. DZs The Phi Kappa
Tau f ratemity

Pead GS skis 120 cm
Lange boots sz 12. poles
$120 Ph 352-7849
Meal coupon books for sale
$25 352-7750 after 4 00

2 bdrm furnished apt sublet
to June call Carl 372 21 m
leave message

1970 • 12x60 • 2 bdrm (urn
mobile home
Must sell,
leaving area $5600 Ph 352
7739

University Courts - 2 bdrm
apt Available Feb 13. Furn
or unfum Mature tenants
only For info 352-0164

Cran: S-track recorder and
player. AM FM radio best
offer Dennie 352-5928

1 person needed spr quarter
for house on 5th St 860
month Call 352-3771

Smith-Corona
elec
120
typewriter 8 mos old $95.
ph 35^6751

1 bedroom furnished apt
$125 mo all
uUlities
included available now - 3541452 after 4pm

19C6 Dodge van $500 Call
Bonnie 372-2294 mornings
FOR RENT

Buns. booze and Bachelor s
III Xis say thanks for a
super tea
Get high Sig Ep's for our
weekend "Snow Job' The
Phi Tau's are up and waiting
Brothers of
Delta Tau
Delta Thanks for a great
tea
last
Friday
Little
sisters

3rd housemate needed, own
bedroom. Feb. free
739
Kenwood 354-0895

Available (all & summer
leases. Close to campus
Phone 352 1973. 353 9863
PELP'! 1 F rmte needed
spring qtr. just 2 blks from
Panna Pall. $65 mo Call
372-1526 or after 9pm. 3525166-Sue
Wanted 1 M to sublease in
4th St. apt. spring quarter

University Courts • beautiful
1 bdrm apt now available
furn or unfurn
Married
couple or mature single
only. For info call 352-0164
NOW LEASING for Sept
Detux 4 man apis
Near
campus
(Some
special
leases still available) ph
354-9111 or 352-4161. Sam-ll
noon any day
WAYNE APARTMENTS
352-5*57. 352-35*5

Thundoy, Mwvory 1, 1973, T h. BG Nvwt/Pofa 5

Questions unanswered

Watergate still a mystery
By Harry F. Rotcathal
Associated Preti Writer

volunteered their idea in the
opening statement to the
jury
"They (campaign officials I were concerned about
demonstrations by extremist groups on either the
left or the right "

WASHINGTON (API ■
Whatever happened to all
the sensational disclosures
the Watergate trial promised''
They certainly didn't
Maze forth in the courtroom
where G Gordon Liddy and
James W. Mct'ord Jr were
convicted Tuesday ol what
one defense lawyer characterized as "an ordinary burglary ."
It will take another forum
in another place-perhaps
the forthcoming Senate
Investigation
into
an
allegedly broader campaign
of political espionage and
aabotage against Democrats-to answer a raft of
unanswered questions
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News
Analysis
But at the close of the
trial. Asst II S Ally Karl
J Silbert seemed to be debunking his own Ihtor) when
he ridiculed ihe defense
argument that this was why
the Democratic telephones
were tapped
"Isn't the nnlv conclusion

THE MAJOR fact officially established for the
first time is that Republicans were spying on the
Democrats at the highest
levels The lingering question is WI'Y?
Government prosecutors

HE SAID there are two
kinds of leases-oral and
written
"An oral lease is just
something the landlord and
tenant agree upon after
talking back and forth." he
said "But a problem arises
when you forget exactly
what you agreed upon
However, oral leases do
have an advantage The
tenant can sometimes back
out of an oral agreement
more easily than a written
lease, he said
"Written leases usually
favor the landlord." Eridon
said Thev usually have a

lot of clauses It's important
that you ask questions if you
don't understand the provisions
The tenant's age is also
important A person under
21 years of age usually needs
his parents' signatures on
the lease to take responsibility for the apartment
ERIDON
ADVISED
students under 21 not to try
to "walk out of their leases"
because they think that as
minors they cannot be held
to legal agreements
"Your parents are responsible for you." he said.

Philosophy dept. to offer
interdisciplinary courses
The philosophy department will offer several
interdisciplinary courses
next quarter involving medicine, ecology, literature and
culture.
Dr. Peter Kauber. assistant professor of philosophy,
said the philosophy in literature course will correlate
various English and world
literature courses, while the
philosophy in culture class
will be tied in with popular
culture
An eco-ethics class will be
taught as a mini-course
Classwork will be condensed
into the first three weeks of
the quarter to prepare students for an eco-ethics con-

ference to be held on campus April 11-13.
DR. DONALD Scherer.
associate pfofessor of philosophy, said students will
then work independently on
term papers dealing with
the relationship of ethical
principles to environmental
problems.
The eco-ethics class will
cover the energy crisis,
pollution, population and the
contrast between developed
and underdeveloped countries
Dr. Richard Lineback.
professor of philosophy, will
teach medical ethics, a discussion class meeting 8-10

Flea market Saturday
The Student Council for Exceptional Children (SCECi will
sponsor a flea market Saturday in the forum. Student Services Bldg
Handicrafts, antiques and pets will be sold with proceeds
to be used to finance SCEC projects and to defray expenses
of the SCEC national convention in Dallas this spring
SCEC works with both gifted children and slow learners
through projects of all kinds, said Judy Dorsch. sophomore
(Ed i and vice president of the group
The flea market, to run from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. has a 25
cent admission charge
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GIANT COKE
SPECIAL
Wed. & Thurs.

Fall Leases
(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

Ar-Lyn & Bumpus-Dahms Apts.
• 2 Bdrm. Units
• Solid Construction
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs.-7 Days Wk.
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

Falcon Plaza Motel
(across from Harshman)

353-9863
uury )!■"■"■

3521973

a.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays.
The course will include
discussions ol the moral
questions involved
in
making medical decisions,
genetic engineering, death
and abortion
HOWEVER, they said it is
important that everyone
have a basic knowledge of
medical and ecological
problems since they affect
all people.
Each four-hour course is
listed as Philosophy 340
There are no prerequisites.
For futher information
contact Dr. Scherer. 217
Shatzel Hall or Dr. Lineback. 206Shatzel Hall

I

He also advised tenants
to
-Know when and
often Ihe rent is due;

how

-Obtain a copy of the
lease to prevent the landlord
irom keeping the only copy
and
perhaps
making
changes in it alter it is
signed.
-Have the lease written
lor the academic year.
F.ridon said some leases
may end on June 1. which
causes
problems for
students who don't have a
place to live during the final
weeks of spring quarter
HE SAID tenants should
also examine leases for the
following clauses:
-Rent penalty clause,
which permits the landlord
to charge an extra fee if rent
is late;
-Acceleration clause,
permitting the landlord to
demand that the total future
rent be paid at once if a rent
payment is missed;

COLUMBUS i APi - Ohm
House Republicans unveiled
yesterday a nine-point series
of tax positions they will
take in upcoming budget
hearings, including a stand
against linancing a Vietnam
veterans' bonus with an
increase in property taxes
Minority Leader Charles
F
Kurfess
iR-83
IVrrvsburgi told a news
conference that to finance
the (300 million bonus with
properly taxes "would be
totally inconsistent with
what we've been trying to
do." He menu he said,
seeking to reduce properly
taxes
The former speaker said
Republicans feel there will
be enough money in Ihe
state s general revenue fund
"along
with
alternate
revenue sources" to pay the
proposed bonuses up to 1500
each, based on length of
service.

--Escalation
clause,
allowing the landlord to
raise the rent;
-Subleasing clause, which
permits the landlord to
charge an extra fee if the
apartment issublet;
-Inspection by landlord
clause, which ideally should
only allow the landlord to
enter the apartment to make
repairs or show it to
prospective tenants:

JACKETS
Fraternity-Sorority-BG-plain
This Coupon good for '1.00 off
any jacket
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TO'S Campus Corner
(Across From Kohl Hall)

EXPERIENCE!

-Property lien clause,
permitting the landlord to
take a tenant's property if
he doesn't pay the rent.
-Carpet cleaning clause,
charging a fee for the
cleaning
ERIDON
ASSURED
students that a landlord
cannot evict a tenant the day
after the lessee violates the
lease
"An eviction notice must
be served on the tenant ai
the end of a rental period."
he said The tenant receives
three day's notice, and
afterwards a court hearing

IT WAS NOT immediately
clear whether Kurfess'
statements
jeopardized
passage of the bond issue in
Ihe Ohio House where il is
expected to be up for a vole
next Tuesday. A three-fiflhs
majority of both houses is
needed to approve the issue

"If the court upholds the
landlord, you still have 10
days before you have to
move out. Only the court can
evict you, not the landlord."
he said

Tharen
Broquet

&

Fred
Chovan

HOW: "Perspectives in American Law" A New
Experimental flflnj^sjQgss Course
WHEN: Spring Quarter, MTWTH 2:00 P.M. 4 HR.,
B.A. 100, Letter grades.
WHO: Anyone who has j^QJ had business law
courses. Sophomore (3 qt. Freshman) or
more.
TAUGHT BY: The Illustrious Dr. Lynn M. Ward.
(Office B.A. 214)
CONTENT: Family law, Property rights, Privacy,
Torts, Criminal law, etc. and more!!

There were other questions left open.
I'ugh Sloan, campaign
treasurer, said that later in
Ihe morning of the Watergate arrest he saw Liddy in
campaign committee headquarters, adding
"To the best of my recollection what he indicated
was My boys were caught
last night. I made a mistake
by using somebody Irom
there which I told them I
would never do I'm afraid
I'm going to lose my job ' "

for a place on Ihe May
primary ballot.
Democrats backing Ihe
amendment in its present
form rule the Mouse 58-41
with 60 votes needed Four
Republicans are among
current sponsors.
Kurless said he is not yet
sure how much the GOP
relorms would cost, but he
predicted that a $500 million
revenue increase lorecast
by the administration would
cover them
IF NOT, he said, whatever
additional money needed
can be found
We don I
have a dollar amount
today." he said
Aside from the Vietnam
bonus. Kurless said the

Republican caucus will seek
an income tax change
permitting married couples
lo take advantage of filing
separate returns to realize a
tax savings that has been
estimated at $90 million a
year
But he said he is not
certain the 190 million
revenue loss is accurate. I'e
said the administration has
not supported that figure
We're not buying it."
Otherwise. Kurfess said
Republicans will call for
revisions to "correct
inequities" against those
paying a capital gains tax
that does not consider what
period of time the gains
were realized

WBGU guests to focus
on Ohio abortion laws
"Ohio This Week" will Incus on Ohio abortion laws in a
program In be aired tonight at 7:30 and tomorrow at 10 p.m
on WBGU-TV. Channel 70
(iuests will be Dr. Albert Paas. a Columbus psychiatrist,
and Gerald Lackey, a Toledo lawyer.
They will discuss the effects of the recent Supreme Court
ruling on abortion, whether or not Ohio's abortion laws are
now void, and the psychological implications of an abortion.
Guests will be interviewed by Roger Weber. WBGU state
editor, and Mary Blake, women's affairs editor.

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE
An Alternative

appearing at

The Side Door
February 1 & 2

8:30-11:00
25'

VW and Domestic Repairs
455 S. Main St.
352-7031
Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee
Proprietors
■ Mill

University Union
RQB.U Pheasant Room
9^^ Buffet $3.95
How■ 1111i_r Orootl State UrilvcrHity
Rutti IM. <>Kii \, OHMi

Saturday, February 3
5 to 7 P.M.

*! AN AWAKENING & UNDERSTANDING!*
- OF LAW AND THE
SOCIAL FORCES THAT
GIVE WEIGHT AND
SUBSTANCE TO OUR
LAW IN AMERICA -

man of the Nixon campaign
Former Ally. Gen. John N.
Mitchell was campaign
chairman
Neither was
called to testify, although
some of the money provided
Liddy wound up with the
Watergate burglars.

GOP tax plan unveiled

Renting tip: know your lease
Kris Endon believes a
tenant s biggest problem is
understanding his lease
Endon. coordinator of the
Student Mousing Association
iSIIAi. explained the do's
and don'ts of apartment
leases Tuesday in the second
phase of a four-part
program designed to help
un campus students make a
smooth transition to offcampus housing
A lease is a contract
between the landlord and the
tenant, and as a result
comes under contract law.
which Endon described as a
very complicated legal area

that that had nothing to do
with It?" he asked "They
were looking for political
strategy and things of a personal nature."
HAD THERE been such
knowledge in Democratic
party headquarters about
possible violence. Silbert
said, the Democrats would
have called authorities
themselves.
lT S. District Court Judge
John J Sirica, who had said
the jury would want to know
whether political espionage
was involved in the break-in
last June, took a hand himself when he thought lawyers lor either side were
ducking questions
Maurice I1 Stans. the loriner secretary of Commerce, was finance chair

"Let us do your pre-game
hosting for the Falcon's
Home Games
Reservations for
dinner before
the Miami vs.
Bowling Green
Basketball game
may be made
at the Pheasant
Room or by
calling 372-2241 or 372-2596
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THE
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1550E.Wooster

Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Good Times With

McCraken & James
Returning February 8

BLUE ICE
with
Syd Scott
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Falcons end jinx, 5 7-48
By Kcmay While
aadJackO'Breza
Anlilanl Sports Editors
TOLEDO-It was a long
time coming
but
the
Bowling Green cagers. (g-Bl
held back a late Toledo
surge and upset the Rockets
Ul-7) SI-48 before 3.924
spectators last night
The Falcons broke a 13game losing streak at the
Tl' Fieldhouse The last
Falcon win was in the I95A58 campaign when Bti

rldeas

walked away with a 72-64
decision
The victory raised the
Falcons' league record to 42. putting them back in
second
place
behind
conference leader Miami
"AS A TEAM we made up
our minds to win the MAC
and we are going to work
hard to do it." said
sophomore forward Skip

Howard
Foul shooting proved to be
the key to victory for the
upstart cagers. who broke a

two-game losing skein.
The Falcons connected on
12 of IS attempts from the
foul line as the aggressive
Rockets tried desperately to
get the ball in the final
minutes.
After BG built a 49-40 lead
in the second half, the
Rockets attempted a
comeback that fizzled with
two seconds to go.
Jeff Montgomery threw a
pass to Brian Scanlan at
mid court Scanlan relayed
it to Howard, who scored a

lay-up to preserve the BG
win.
"I CANT SINGLE out any
'one of the players," head
coatft Pat Haley said.
"Everyone added something
to the game."
In a surprise move. Haley
started senior forward Le
Henson in place of Ron
Weber to put a little more
punch in the struggling
offense. The move proved to
be very effective, as the
Falcons displayed a tough
two-three zone defense.

and Opinion

Evaluating TV sports
Editor's Note: The following is the third in a six-part series
compartag the four major spectator sports played in the
Halted States. Part Four will be published next week.
By Bob Moon. Staff Writer
The only way to judge radio and (clevision coverage ol the
four major spectator sports is to evaluate the aspectl and
events of the game that the fan misses by not viewing the
sport in person
The fan should ask himself
how well and how quickly
will I be able to know what is taking place in the game il I
hear it on the radio or watch it on television'.'"
This is important because an and Ian wants In know what
is happening a) all times
In radio, it is the announcer's, job to give the listener a
mental picture of the game action.
Bui during televised games, mental pictures are replaced
by visual pictures
The role of the announcer, so vital in radio, becomes subordinate to the role of the camera in TV coverage The
announcer's job is not to describe the action, because the
viewer can see for himself what is taking place.
So. to judge TV broadcasts, it is necessary to evaluate just
how adequately the TV camera can show the action
"Action" does not involve who has the ball or who is
scoring It involves anything happening on the field of play
BASKETBALL: Three factors explain why basketball js
best suited to the TV camera.
The first is the relatively small size of the playing surface
as compared to the dimensions of a baseball diamond,
football field or hockey link This enables the camera to
cover at least half the court at one time and still gel close
enough to the players to present a clear picture of what is
happening
The second factor involves the number of players on the
court
Because there are only 10 players on the hardwood at any
one time and because most ot them are usually gathered at
one end of the court, the camera can consistently show all or
most of the players at once.
The third factor is the size of the basketball itsell. The ball
is large enough to be easily picked up by the TV cameras A
viewer seldom loses sight of the ball
BASEBALL: The baseball field is loo large lor the
camera to do justice to the viewer when it tries to show
most of the field at once
However, it is not necessary to cover a large segment ol
the field in order to show all the action
Because of its individualistic nature, baseball action does
not develop as it does in the other three sports Instead, it
occurs in segments, with different players participating in

different segments-an easy process for cameramen to
lollow
For example, take Joe Rudi's catch in the 1972 World
Series The play involved the pitcher throwing the ball
(segment one), the swing of the bat I segment twoi. and
Kudi'scatch isegment three).
The camera needed only to successively focus on the
players in each segment None of the other players on the
field needed to be shown, simply because they had no part in
the play.
I rank baseball behind basketball only because of the other
players The baseball fan in the stands can see these other
players, while the TV viewer can't
On the other hand, in football, hockey and basketball.
EVERY man on the field contributes to the action in one
way or another. If the camera cannot adequately show all
those contributions as they are being made, then the viewer
is at a disadvantage.
FOOTBALL: Some people would say televised football is
the greatest thing going They report that it is sheer bliss to
settle down in front of the tube to watch the weekend
football marathon
Because of the endless camera angles and instant replays,
they may even contend that a televised football game is
better than being there in person.
This all may be true But from the standpoint of "action
missed." football ranks a poor third
When a play is run in football, the camera will first focus
on the offensive backfield and then shift its attention to the
path ol the runner or to the flight of the ball to the receiver.
Not shown is the line play, the paths of the other
receivers, or the downfield blocking The fan in the stands
can see the entire panorama of action as it happens. The TV
viewer sees only the portions that the cameraman decides
he should see

The Falcons displayed a
glue-like defense in the first
half, coming up with four
blocked shots and holding
Tom Kozelko, the MAC'S top
scorer, to two points.
Skip Howard, who made
one of 11 field goals
Saturday against Ohio
University,
paced
the
Falcons' first-half scoring
by drilling home six of seven
attempts from the field for
12 points
"I HAVE MY confidence
back." Howard said, i lost
confidence because of
injuries and got down on
myself. Haley pointed out to
me that I was falling away
from the basket "
BG held the Rockets to
two points during a sevenminute span in the second
half. The strong two-three
zone defense proved too
much for Kozelko. who
ended the game with 10
points.
"It's got to be the biggest
win for us," l.'enson said.
Howard took game
scoring honors with 16
points. Cornelius Cash added
11 points while Montgomery
tallied 10 Scanlan finished
the evening with eight
markers.
In the league everyone
had counted us out." Haley
said. "We've got two more
games on the road, and
we've got to win one of them
and all the remaining games
at home to win the
conference "
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Surprise
starter

St. Louis drafts Sturt
Bowling Greens Fred
Sturt was picked seventh in
the third round of Tuesday's
pro football draft by the St
Louis Cardinals
Sturt. a 6'4". 245-pound
offensive guard, was the
only Mid-American Conference football player to be

HOCKEY: Televised hockey, similar to football, does not
show all the action This spells trouble for the viewer
The game moves so fast that when the cameraman
constantly switches from one slickhandler to another, he not
only contuses the viewer about where each player is located
on the ice, but he also keeps him from understanding how
plays are developing
All the viewer sees is the puck moving from one player to
the next.
To summarize. TV basketball can show all of (he action by
all of the players simultaneously TV baseball can show ail
(he action by focusing on each segment of it as it happens,
but it cannot show all the players at once
TV football shows only part of the action because it
tocuses on only a portion of the players at any one time
Finally, in TV hockey, the partial action is more difficult for
the camera to follow, and therefore more difficult for the
viewer to follow

Fred Sturt

selected in the first two-andonehalf rounds
He is the fourth BG player
to be drafted by the St Louis
organization, now under a
mass rebuilding program
after suffering Us third consecutive losing season
STURT JOINS the likes of
Jim I.add, All-American
pass receiver now retired
from the game. Jamie
Rivers, the Cardinals
middle-linebacker and Bob
Reynolds,
who played
offensive tackle for SI Louis
before being traded to the
Boston Patriots last year.
Sturt became the Falcons'
second player in the last
three years to be drafted in
the first three rounds Phil
Villapiano was picked by the
Oakland Raiders in the
second round of the 1971
draft
This year Sturt earned
BG's
Most
Valuable

The basketball season has
been anything but peaches
and cream for the Falcon
sophomore guard Jeff
'iMonk"
Montgomery,
subjected to more criticism
than praise in his first year
ol varsity competition
He is learning quickly that

byCaHSeW
Sophomore guard Jeff Montgomery has found a
big difference between directing a high school
offenae and a varsity major college offense since
his arrival to Falconland "Monk" was the only
guard in last night's 1 -2-2 BG offante.

slump since his great performance against Western
Michigan two weeks ago
The added responsibility of
carrying most of the offensive burden and producing
up to expectations has not
been an easy task
Montgomery is the main
gear in the BG timepiece
Although he is a guard of
uncomparable talent, he
also has an assortment of
shots that has given many
opponents headaches.
Head coach Pat Haley has
often referred to his playmaker's jumpers as the
"montgomeries"
because
sometimes Monk doesn't
even know what kind of
shots he's going to throw
The quality that makes
Montgomery one of the best
guards in the league is his
ability to handle the ball. He
penetrates very well,
especially along the baseline
where most of his short
shotsare launched.
This is where Montgomery
has received most of the
advice from his critics. The
Falcons'
second leading
scorer (17.S) has been
accused of trying to take
onto his shoulders the heavy
burden of making the team
click.
SOME CRITICS have
speculated that Monk tries
to do loo much when the

team falls behind, which is
quite evident since he has
connected on 27.3 per cent
121-77) of his "leapers" in
his last four games.
Even when BG's offense is
not running to the expectations of coach Haley, it's
Monk who has to lake the
long jumper or driving layup in an attempt to draw a
tool whu-h was also evident
last Saturday against or
BG has to regain the
torrid shooting eye it displayed earlier in the year if
winning is to become a
reality And when Montgomery is hot. there is no
deadlier perimeter shooter
in the league
Such was the case against
Western Michigan, when
Monk drilled home 12 of 19
attempts for 25 markers in
leading BG to victory.
Now that BG is in the
midst of a terrible shooting

player

award,

along with junior fullback
Phil Polak He was an ADMAC first team selection at
guard and was named to the

slump, many of the fans are
looking directly to Montgomery to get BG out of itnot realizing he's human
also
MONTGOMERY has produced throughout the first 15
games at a phenomenal
rate, a feat which could have
taken anyone else his age
anywhere from a year to two
to accomplish.
At times he performs with
the brilliance of a Jerry
West At other times he has
left much to be desired. But
it was predicted he would go
through this phase as a
sophomore
Pressure has been known
to make even the mightiest
of men sink to their knees.
But being a fine player,
the ups and downs Monk is
experiencing this year will
undoubtedly mold him into
the truly dynamic guard the
Falcons sorelv need

MARKETING CLUB
Key Picture
Feb. 1 - 7 p.m.
112 BA

All-Midwest team
Gridiron Magazine

JVs bomb junior Rockets
TOLEDO-Three Bowling
Green players scored more
than 10 pouits as the Falcon
junior varsity basketball
team (4-4) blitzed the
University of Toledo JVs
106-72 at the TU Fieldhouse
last night.
Andre Richardson and
Kevin Brake each tallied 22
points while John Arnold
added 21.
Arnold also had a gamehigh 25 rebounds
Other scorers for the
Falcon JVs were Dave
Alunan, with 17 points:
Brian Grayson. IS: and Kip
Young, eight.

The BG JVs shot a season
high of 52 per cent from the
field as (hey connected on 47
of 90 attempts They took 76
rebounds, while TU had 54.
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BAR-B-QUE

Now Serving

BBQ SPARERIBS
&

BBQ CHICKEN
Call Ahead

>V
353-8881
>>y^532E. Wooster

BAR-BQUE

In

Sturt
also
received
honorable mention
AllAmerican recognition by
Vssociated Press

Pizza

Offensive leader Montgomery subject of criticism
whenever
something is
wrong with the ball club's
offensive attack, most of the
blame is pinpointed on the
guards
Montgomery, who is
having scoring difficulties,
seems to be given most of
(he blame for the Falcons'
shooling deficiencies.
BG'S POTENTIAL super
guard has been in a shooting

Offensive

BAR-B-QUE

Pressure
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor

Senior La Hanson wot a surprise (tartar in last night's Bowling
Grean-Univertity of Toledo basketball clash at TU Fieldhouse.
Henson. a 6'5" forward, was a high pott man in BG's double
stack offense

BAR-B-QUE

ARE YOU A
SCREAMER?
Come Howl At
The T.K.E. Door
For A

LIL' SIS RUSH
Tonight 8-10:30

